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The Syrian conflict has created the largest refugee crisis the world has ever 
known, and while women and children are extremely vulnerable, the unique 
needs of refugee mothers are often overlooked in both policy and practice. Great
importance is placed on motherhood roles in both Western and Arabic cultures, 
and providing targeted support to uplift refugee mothers can have significant 
positive ramifications as Syrian refugees resettle into their new lives. Guided by
Brené Brown’s insights on empathy and drawing parallels from crossover 
stories of Biblical women in both Christian and Islamic traditions, the author 
uses sacred connections to build empathy and enact social change. This paper
highlights ways that Christian social workers can adopt a matricentric 
(mother-focused) approach and provides a recommended interfaith model for 
intervention with Syrian refugee mothers.
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CHRISTIANS ARE CALLED BY FAITH TO WALK WITH THE MOST 
vulnerable. Jesus came here for the marginalized and guides us to 
see that pastoral care should be for the benefit of the marginalized 

as well (Steyn, 2010). There are several instances where the Bible directly 
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commands us to welcome refugees (Goss-Reaves, et al., 2018), and the 
concept of forced migration is central to Biblical texts. Perhaps the most 
recognized Biblically-based migration story is that of Moses and the 
Exodus from Egypt – detailing how an entire civilization fled the country 
in search of safety and found protection through God. Some may actually 
view the Israelites as refugees in this context (Guzman, 1997), but at a 
minimum this story exemplifies forced migration due to restrictive policies 
and unjust conditions. While many of the Israelites ultimately returned 
to their homeland, some did not - much like today’s people who are also 
forced into patterns of migration and unable to return to their homes due 
to well- founded fear of persecution (Admirand, 2014), which is part of 
the UNHCR’s definition of a refugee.

The Bible provides us with guidance as Christians on how to handle 
refugees and migrants. In fact, God commands what is arguably the first 
refugee resettlement policy in Judeo-Christian tradition in Exodus 22:21 by 
stating: “You shall not wrong or oppress a resident alien, for you were aliens in 
the land of Egypt” (NRSV). Here, with unequivocal distinction, we are told to 
welcome refugees. This instruction extends beyond Biblical times, though, 
and is still relevant today, as the world continues to see an astonishing 
number of people forcibly displaced globally. Beyond this directive, the 
New Testament brings us face to face with refugee resettlement concerns 
in the very story of Jesus, the central figure of the Christian faith. Matthew 
2:13-15 explains that Joseph left Bethlehem with Mary and Jesus and fled to 
Egypt, where they remained for safety until the death of Herod. Christians 
addressing refugee resettlement concerns are therefore reminded that Jesus 
was a refugee. Simultaneously, they are called to welcome refugees through 
numerous Biblical passages. Christians are also reminded that justice comes 
through serving and attending to the needs of others, and many would 
argue that we must strive to see God in all refugees (Lopez Perez, 2012).

The primary message of the gospel is to welcome others, and Christians 
are called to promote peace on a global scale by following God’s directive 
to love refugees and being a voice for positive change in society. Everyone, 
without distinction, is included in God’s grace, and Romans 15:7 reminds 
us that we are called to accept others as God has accepted us: “Welcome 
one another, therefore, just as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God.” 
(NRSV) This concept of welcome is so central to the message of the gospels 
that it can be viewed as the theme of Jesus’ reconciliation of humanity. 
Human suffering, violence, and inequality are all signs of our need for 
communion, which can only be achieved through genuine hospitality of 
those who are displaced. Being Christian by default means welcoming 
everyone, because the Christian has been forgiven and reconciled through 
the Lord, so we too must now welcome others as we were once welcomed 
as well (Constantineanu, 2018).

SACRED CONNECTIONS
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Since Christianity holds that all people are God’s children, it is therefore 
incumbent upon the Christian practitioner to welcome everyone in creation. 
Furthermore, Christians should understand not only that God loves all 
people, but that He calls us to use our gifts as practitioners to help those 
in need. Christian social workers must align their values with professional 
expectations to promote and accept diversity, and this is done through the 
recognition that God created all people in His image, making them worthy 
of dignity and love. We are called to love others and protect the marginalized 
and oppressed and bring positive social change through advocacy, which 
includes the needs of refugees (Goss-Reaves et al., 2018). As the current 
Syrian conflict has created the largest refugee crisis ever known (Hassan, 
2016), this paper will focus on the Syrian population.

This article is intended to encourage Christian social workers to deepen 
their support of, and empathy towards, Syrian refugee mothers. While this 
conversation could be applied to a broader audience of Christians in general 
and all refugee women, I focus specifically on social workers and Syrians 
for two reasons. First, as a social worker myself, I am intentionally speaking 
to my professional colleagues because I recognize the incredible ability of 
social workers to enact change on both the interpersonal and the societal 
level. Second, I am directing my intentions towards Syrian refugees with 
hopes of offsetting the extreme marginalization this population faces in the 
United States (and much of the Western world) today. I focus specifically 
on Syrian mothers because I believe that motherhood and mothering play 
critical roles in all societies, so therefore supporting mothers specifically 
will also have positive ramifications throughout the community. Finally, I 
am focusing on the interactions of women-with-women because this is most 
culturally appropriate for the population being discussed due to cultural 
norms. For these reasons, I will focus on the intersection of Christian 
mothers with Syrian refugee mothers to highlight ways that Christian 
social workers can adopt a matricentric (mother-focused) approach while 
utilizing sacred connections to build empathy and enact social change.

More specifically, matricentric feminism is defined by its founder 
Andrea O’Reilly (2019) as follows: 

Matricentric feminism emphasizes that the category of mother 
is distinct from the category of women and that many of the 
challenges mothers face - social, economic political, cultural, 
psychological - are specific to women’s role and identity as 
mothers. Matricentric feminism is explicitly matrifocal in its 
perspective and emphasis – it begins with the mother and takes 
seriously the work of mothering, and positions mothers’ needs and 
concerns as the starting point for a theory and politic on and for 
women’s empowerment. (p. 13)
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This concept is an integral component to understanding the topic of 
Syrian refugee mothers because addressing their unique needs is important 
in ensuring their successful integration post-resettlement.

While Syrians are not homogeneously Muslim, a robust 87% of the 
population is Muslim (Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, 
2011), and roughly 98% of Syrians admitted to the United States through the 
refugee program in FY 2016 and FY 2017 – the years in which the United 
States accepted the most Syrian refugees - identified as Muslim (Refugee 
Processing Center, 2019). Therefore, we will discuss the similarities 
between female narratives in both Christianity and Islam in order to foster 
connection between the two faiths. Storytelling can be a powerful way to 
foster connection and recognize that we are all more alike than different. 
I will utilize the crossover stories of women found in both the Christian 
and Islamic traditions in order to identify points of shared connection and 
emphasize ways religion and faith stories can be unifying when used in 
the context of interfaith social support. First, it is important to understand 
why this particular demographic is marginalized in our society in order to 
gain a deeper understanding of the need for the practice methods proposed 
in this article. 

Syrian Marginalization

Anti-Islamic views have been growing in the United States since the 
1960s and were worsened by U.S. government policies instituted following 
the 9/11 attacks. The prevailing narrative became an “us vs. them” dynamic 
which polarized U.S. society and allowed religious and ethnic stereotypes 
to perpetuate misconceptions about Muslims. This effectively separated 
them as “un-American” and made the post-9/11 era in the United States 
hostile to all Arabs and Muslims (Fadda-Conrey, 2011). Islamic terrorism 
became a focus of U.S. policy as a national security threat after the 9/11 
attacks. The fear of Islamic terrorism has led to a fear of Muslim refugees, 
which set the stage for the Syrian conflict and the numerous resulting 
refugees to appear threatening rather than as vulnerable persons impacted 
by a humanitarian crisis (Scribner, 2017).

The Syrian war is responsible for creating the largest refugee crisis the 
world has ever known, with approximately half of the entire population 
fleeing the country by 2016 (Hassan, 2016). Survivors have endured a 
significant amount of trauma from their experience (George, 2012) and 
female refugees are at greater risk of gender-based violence, rape, survival 
sex, forced marriage, and more (Yasmine, 2016). As a result, there is a 
significant amount of psychological trauma experienced by Syrian refugee 
women and often Syrian women suffer from toxic stress, which impacts them 
throughout their lives and into adulthood and motherhood (Acim, 2017). 
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This stress continues to have an adverse effect after resettlement as well 
and should be taken into consideration when providing support in order 
to mitigate the damage from their traumatic experiences.

The increased discrimination from a rise in anti-Islamic views has 
significantly impacted women and young girls who have borne the brunt 
of the backlash, as they are often more easily identifiable by their style of 
dress (Barkdull, et al., 2011). Many report feelings of isolation and changes 
in their family and social structures after fleeing to a new country as well 
(Al-Natour, et al., 2019). When Syrian women do not feel integrated with 
their new society, this can further complicate their displacement (Ozkaleli, 
2018). Government policies often do not take into account the needs of 
mothers or the cultural expectations that refugee women may place on 
their role of motherhood as the highest priority in their lives. There is often 
conflict between the expectations placed on these women after resettlement 
and their own perceptions of their needs, which can cause a significant 
amount of stress for refugee mothers and limit their choices in their new 
lives (Vervliet, et al., 2014).

Motherhood Issues

Refugee mothers have different experiences than their immigrant 
or asylee counterparts as the mere experience of being a refugee brings 
unique challenges that come only with the refugee experience (Ahmed 
et al., 2017). While all three classifications of migrants leave their home 
countries in search of a better life, the circumstances surrounding their 
moves are different and thus impact their post-arrival outcomes. Immigrants 
move voluntarily to improve their living circumstances, asylees seek 
protection from a host country after having already arrived there, whereas 
refugees are forced to flee their homes to seek safety (Gagnon et al. 2013). 
Refugees may spend several years in refugee camps before being resettled 
in a new country. Living in a refugee camp may bring physical or sexual 
violence, family relationships are disrupted, and resettlement may bring 
a loss of social identity or status (Ahmed et al., 2017). Social isolation 
and difficulty integrating into a new culture can worsen symptoms of 
any adverse mental health effects and negatively impact adjustment 
post-resettlement (Hassan, 2016). Women may feel particularly alienated 
and “othered,” whether by religious or cultural preferences or gender 
expectations which are incongruent with the dominant society, and thus 
may find themselves existing beneath multiple layers of oppression in their 
new home community (Ozkaleli, 2018).

Furthermore, many Syrian women may be distrustful of social workers 
and others offering assistance because of previous negative interactions in 
the refugee camps with workers exploiting them, being discriminatory, 
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or behaving in a harassing manner towards them. It is important that 
interventions for Syrian women are multi-systemic and target change 
at the greater social pressures impacting these women instead of simply 
interpersonal interventions, which often places a greater burden upon them 
(Yasmine, 2016). Therefore, Christian social workers must be particularly 
mindful of this dynamic and aim to be sensitive to this concern and provide 
appropriate supports. Research has indicated that social support can have 
positive ramifications on Syrian mothers in terms of both psychological 
resilience and parenting efficacy post-resettlement. Emotional support 
related to receiving empathy from others appears to be particularly 
important in this dynamic, although further research is still needed to 
determine the best types of support for Syrian mothers overall. Interestingly, 
Syrian refugee mothers may have a perception that others have had similar 
life experiences which may be a barrier to seeking support (Sim, 2019). This 
means that they may assume that the women in their host country have 
been through similar traumas and feel pressure to function at similar levels 
simply by assuming that their backgrounds are congruent. This may be a 
pertinent point to recognize, as addressing this may break down barriers 
to both accepting and giving care, and Christian social workers working 
with this population can and should remain mindful of their specific needs 
when providing interventions. One way to achieve this is to ensure that 
Syrian refugee mothers are regularly engaged with mothers from the local 
population in a supportive and empathetic environment.

So how do Christian social workers supporting Syrian refugees fully 
embrace this partnership and determine the best way of uplifting these 
women? Guided by world- renowned social worker Brené Brown’s research 
on empathy, I urge Christian women to see themselves in Syrian refugee 
women through reflecting on ways in which their lives have similarities 
and points of shared connection. Brown uses the following definition of 
empathy: “Empathy is described as the ability to perceive a situation from 
the other person’s perspective—to see, hear, and feel the unique world of the 
other” (Brown, 2006). In her 2013 RSA video The Power of Vulnerability, 
she notes that empathy drives connection between people. “Empathy is a 
choice, and it’s a vulnerable choice. In order to connect with you, I have 
to connect with something in myself that knows that feeling” (Brown, 
2013b). She further notes in her book Daring Greatly that “Empathy 
is…communicating that incredibly healing message of you’re not alone” 
(Brown, 2013a, p. 81). With this in mind, focusing on empathy can then be 
the driving force behind connection, healing, and transformative change. 
Therefore, we turn to what we know of mothers in sacred stories to find 
that shared connection, a point of recognition where the Christian woman 
can see something of herself in Syrian woman, so that the two can begin 
the work of healing through empathy.
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Sacred Connections

For the purposes of this article, we will focus only on the women 
who share crossover stories in each faith tradition or who are mentioned 
in both the Bible and the Qur’an. This allows for reflexivity between all of 
the women involved and the recognition of shared connection amongst 
them. It is important to note that in Islamic culture, a mother is revered 
as having a strong and salient connection to God. Furthermore, mothers 
and mothering are considered an intricate part of the fabric of society and, 
as such, must be both understood and nourished in their unique context 
in relation to the rest of society. Additionally, both religious traditions 
focus on the concept of “grace,” which can be found specifically amongst 
mothers (Upal, 2005). For the purpose of this argument, we will focus 
on three specific stories: those of Hagar, Miriam and Jochebed, and Mary. 
As we review these stories, it is important to be mindful of Brené Brown’s 
four steps to building empathy: perspective taking (viewing the world 
through another’s experience), staying out of judgment (remaining neutral), 
recognizing the emotion (identifying a time you have felt similarly), and 
communication (stating that you relate to the experience) (Brown, 2013b) 
as these steps will be pertinent to implementing the model recommended 
in the discussion section. In doing so, we will be able to build empathy 
towards women in these situations and prepare to utilize this perspective 
when relating to our Syrian mothers. 

Hagar

The story of Hagar has multiple layers of meaning pertaining to 
our focus. Indeed, the very name Hagar means “flight,” and her story 
is connected to the need to flee twice in the Bible. Likewise, the refugee 
women in our discussion have also had to flee their homes. Additionally, as 
an Egyptian, she comes from another culture and is inherently “othered” by 
nature of being different from the rest of the women around her (Murphy, 
2012) and is, similarly to today’s refugees, considered a resident alien. 
She holds spiritual significance for those far from home or separated from 
family and is strongly associated with those in exile (Sherwood, 2014). 
However, the surprising aspect of this narrative comes in the intertwined 
nature of Hagar’s story with Sarah’s. The Biblical story describes their unique 
connection as one that transcends race, ethnicity, culture, and social status; 
Arabic tradition details their relationship as closely connected. With this 
in mind, Hagar’s story provides an example of the type of cross-cultural 
connection women can have which can literally change the course of world 
events. Although the relationship is complex, both women are ultimately 
deeply blessed by God through their interactions (Murphy, 2012). In fact, 
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it is precisely the conflictual nature of this relationship which reveals the 
wonder of God, because she suffered greatly at Sarah’s hands and was cast 
out into the wilderness and yet remained unwavering in her faith. The Lord 
created wonders from her anguish (Pigott, 2018) and it easy to see how 
her story might give comfort to those seeking refuge. 

Called Hajar in Islamic tradition, Hagar holds particular importance for 
Islamic people. While the Qur’an does not specifically address her story, it is 
through her that Muhammad’s lineage is traced and thus she is the matriarch 
of the bloodline which provided Islam its prophet. Her story of exile and 
subsequent search for safety are central to the faith’s main pilgrimage, the 
Hajj, and she provides a salient example of determination and strength in 
her mothering story (Upal, 2005). In fact, some academics have referred 
to her as both the “ultimate mother” as the founding mother of an entire 
nation and yet also the “ultimate other” as an outsider given that she is an 
Egyptian slave (Pigott, 2018). Her story is one of transformation, survival, 
and overcoming prescribed social roles (Rosen, 2013). Additionally, 
according to Islamic hadith, Hagar was saved in part due to the welcome 
of strangers (Admirand, 2014), which reminds us of the importance of 
cross-cultural roles in the reception of those who have been displaced.

An integral part of Hagar’s story is the fact that she was given promises 
from God that were ordinarily given only to men, and Hebrew men at that. 
She, as a woman and an outsider, endured great difficulty but received great 
blessing as well (Pigott, 2018). Just as she relied on her faith in God to 
know that she and her son would be safe despite treacherous conditions 
in unknown lands, so too do our refugee women in their search for better 
and safer lives. Thus, the shared narrative of Hagar’s life in Christian 
and Qur’anic traditions can become a starting point for recognition and 
compassion between Western Christian women and Syrian refugee women. 
Indeed, Hagar’s story is often used in the context of promoting interfaith 
dialogue because it is so recognizable and powerful across multiple cultures 
(Rosen, 2013).

Miriam and Jochebed

We also look to Miriam, Moses’s sister, for guidance. Although she is 
not identified as a mother in Biblical texts, she still takes on an important 
role when viewed in the context of refugee resettlement and reception. In 
fact, it is precisely because she is not identified by her motherhood status 
that we know she is important because other women mentioned in the 
Bible are rarely, if ever, discussed outside of marriage or motherhood roles 
(Reiss, 2010). Both the Bible and Qur’an document her efforts to help 
Moses by overseeing his journey down the river and ensuring access to a 
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wet nurse for nourishment. Of course, this is not any wet nurse but his 
biological mother, Jochebed, and Miriam has used her cleverness to keep 
her family intact despite the context of forced separations (Wouk, 2013). 
Many refugee women become surrogate guardians to children due to various 
circumstances. Some may take over care of a child when their parents have 
died, some may find children separated from other family temporarily due 
to displacement, while others may watch over a child while in the refugee 
camp and have to separate when one or the other is resettled. Regardless 
of the circumstances, many refugee women are charged with taking care of 
someone else’s child until they reach safety and thus can relate to this story. 
Conversely, they may also be in the position of being separated from their 
own child and therefore can relate to this story from that perspective as well.

Miriam’s role runs deeper than this though, as she has a transactional 
role with the women around her and fosters collaboration between them 
that transcends race and religion through her interaction with the Egyptians 
(Wouk, 2013). She is credited with leading the Israelite women in praise 
and worship at Mount Sinai after their initial freedom and is hailed as a 
prophetess. She is known for maintaining a shared dialogue amongst the 
people and ushering them into deep spiritual experiences with God (Reiss, 
2010). Thus, she can be viewed as a model for Christian women wanting 
to engage in supportive roles in interfaith settings. What stronger alliance 
and model of empathy could today’s cross-cultural interfaith women make 
than that which transcends the politics of refugee resettlement?

We cannot look at Miriam’s protective role with her brother Moses 
without also addressing Jochebed, their mother. She too demonstrated 
strength and trust in God when she listened to Him and heeded the 
promise that if she sent her son down the river, he would be returned. 
Qur’anic accounts hold that she had a direct line of communication with 
God, and was divinely inspired (Ibrahim, 2015). Additionally, her narrative 
demonstrates a great display of courage in the midst of persecution and her 
motherhood role is exalted as being in high status because of the importance 
of her children’s roles in religious events. She is known for bravery and a 
willingness to risk her life for the safety of her child (Zucker, 2017), which 
surely mirrors the experience of so many refugee women who risk their lives 
for their own children today. Together, these two women offer profound 
insights into the dangers women are willing to face in order to keep their 
loved ones safe despite persecution.

Mary

The story of Mary is particularly relevant to both Christians and 
Muslims because of her connection as the mother of Jesus, who is considered 
divine in Christianity and a prophet in Islam. She provides a salient 
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example of love, faith, and the importance of the mothering role. Through 
her story, we see significant examples of both joy and loss (Upal, 2005). 
Indeed, al-Natour et al. (2019) explains that some Syrian Muslim mothers 
felt connection to Mary in their suffering and expressed their sorrow as 
wanting to disappear or never having been born in the first place in order 
to avoid the difficulty of the refugee experience. The Qur’anic version of 
Jesus’s birth tells of Mary (Maryam) wishing that she had died before the 
experience because of the unbearable pain of labor, and one Syrian mother 
in a qualitative interview disclosed that she felt the same way about her 
refugee journey because of the difficulty she endured in the process of 
migration (al-Natour et al., 2019).

Indeed, Mary’s motherhood journey was full of anguish and challenges. 
She had to accept that her child would have a different life than those 
around him from the beginning of her path as a mother. She had moments of 
self-doubt, guilt, and fear just as any modern mother today experiences. Her 
story reminds us that she was human and makes her experience therefore 
relatable to mothers throughout time. She shows a great deal of courage 
and resiliency when dealing with adversity (Barker, 2013), and it is in 
these traits especially that our Christian and Syrian women can find ways 
to approach discussions about their journeys and recognize their innate 
strengths, especially if everyone involved is also a mother.

It is important to pay particular attention to the fact that Mary was both 
an internally displaced person and a refugee, much like many of our Syrian 
women. Mary escaped to Egypt with her family because of the threat from 
King Herod on her son’s life (Wright & Măcelaru), 2018). Keep in mind that 
refugees are given that status because of a “well-founded fear of persecution” 
as defined by the 1951 Refugee Convention (UNHCR, 2018), and the Holy 
Family’s plight certainly falls within this definition. Additionally, when they 
are able to return and settle in Nazareth, Mary would still be considered 
internally displaced as this is not her original home and she is still unable 
to return due to issues with persecution (Wright, 2018). Christians may 
be able to understand how Mary felt in this situation as she tried to protect 
her child, and how they might feel in a similar situation as well. They can 
then transfer these feelings of empathy when considering the Syrian refugee 
mothers – moments when they connect with something in themselves in 
order to connect with them. It is this type of personal reflection and shared 
recognition which can truly transform one’s viewpoint when addressing 
issues that may initially seem foreign.

Through these mother figures, we see tangible examples of survival, 
courage, and selflessness. Each woman we have glimpsed here has been 
placed in impossible situations and took great lengths to protect their 
children. Similarly, each narrative is applicable to the refugee experience 
because of the aspects of separation, isolation, and desperation. Yet in each 
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story we also see God. Each woman perseveres through her difficulties 
and finds the promises that God made to them, and with this in mind we 
should honor the experience of each Syrian refugee woman and trust that 
she too will receive the blessings promised by God on her journey. Just as 
God never left the women in our stories, we can be sure He never left our 
Syrian women, either. It is incumbent upon us as Christian social work 
practitioners to see the Light of God in those we serve, especially the Syrian 
refugee women addressed herein so that, going forward, we can build upon 
the empathy and shared recognition to create a more just society.

Constructing Spaces

These stories assist us with recognizing points of shared – and indeed 
sacred – connection, and in doing so also underscore the Christian value that 
we are all one human family because when we recognize sacred connections 
in those from other cultures, we should no longer accept the boundaries 
that separate us as valid. Now, we must address how to take action moving 
forward. Christian social workers are obligated to be welcoming to refugees 
not only because of these Biblical directives but also because of the NASW 
Code of Ethics. In fact, NASW released a statement specific to the needs 
of Syrian refugees in 2015: 

The NASW Code of Ethics calls on social workers to act to prevent 
discrimination based on religion, race culture and other factors. 
Our Code of Ethics also calls on social workers to enhance human 
well-being and help meet the basic human needs of all people, 
particularly people who suffer massive displacement due to wars 
and violent civil conflicts. NASW supports all efforts to provide 
a safe haven and support services for people fleeing the crisis in 
Syria (NASW, 2015).

As you can see from the above example, the Christian social worker 
is bound by both faith directives and professional ethics to support Syrian 
refugees. 

Following scripturally based directives, some may make the mistake 
of positioning refugees into places of “other” in society: outsider, foreigner, 
needy, helpless, stranger. Many people in the United States have forgotten 
that they, too, were once immigrants or strangers in this land, and therefore 
fail to connect to the plight of the refugee in meaningful ways. Often, the 
Christian-based focus is not on providing supportive assistance to the 
refugee but providing salvation for them (McKinnon, 2009). It would be 
wise to turn away from a Biblical perspective of the “needy alien” which 
has so often created the framework of organizational supports that place the 
worker in the role of aid-giver and the refugee in the role of passive recipient. 
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Instead, the Christian social worker can aim to apply a scripturally based 
view of women as strong and capable when working with Syrian women. 
By doing so, we can create egalitarian spaces in which the Christian social 
worker assists both the Syrian refugee women and women from the host 
country to co-create new models of support together. This truly holds the 
power to shift the narrative of refugee resettlement from needy or passive 
recipients to empowered community members building connections 
through models of empathy. 

Some studies have indicated that just the term “refugee” can have 
stigmatizing effects, particularly for Syrian women (Alfadhli, 2018; Ozkaleli, 
2018). This can create negative social mobility in the host country, but 
intentional shared social connections can have the opposite effect; that 
is, these connections can improve social and psychological well-being 
amongst Syrian refugee women (Alfadhli, 2018). Furthermore, Syrians 
dislike the international perception of refugees as being weak and needy, 
and thus it is important to focus on their strengths in order to preserve 
dignity (Mansour, 2018). This is especially true for women, who are 
often expected to take on the “traditional” role of stay-at-home mother 
and family caretaker, which may in turn cause these women to be viewed 
as uneducated or disempowered. Such a perspective does not take into 
account an intersectional approach which acknowledges that many Syrian 
women have good educations, have worked outside the home, and may 
feel frustrated when resettlement efforts are focused only on their male 
counterparts (Lokot, 2018). Therefore, interventions provided should focus 
on providing female-specific support in empowering settings.

As it is most culturally appropriate for Syrian women to receive support 
from other women, it makes sense for Christians supporting them to provide 
same-gendered support. With this in mind, Christian social workers can 
support Syrian refugee mothers by creating groups for Christian mothers to 
provide direct interaction to their Syrian counterparts. Woman to woman, 
mother to mother, this shared mothering space built upon a foundation of 
empathy could just have the power to revitalize both of their worlds. These 
spaces should focus on cultural exchange, resource sharing, mother-child 
playgroups, and community engagement. As Arabic social gatherings often 
revolve around food and hospitality, the groups could regularly schedule 
potlucks and recipe exchanges but should be mindful not to include food 
gatherings during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, when the faithful 
fast from sunup to sundown. Note that this date changes annually, so social 
workers should be aware of when this time period falls each year specifically. 
While the faith narratives such as those discussed above do not need to be at 
the center of the group’s activities, regularly scheduled interfaith discussion 
meetings can provide opportunities for women to reflect upon their shared 
sacred connections and continue building empathy and recognition of ways 
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these stories connect their cultures, values, and experiences. The Christian 
social worker, as the group facilitator, can use crossover stories such as the 
ones mentioned above to encourage productive group discussion and should 
utilize the four steps to building empathy - perspective taking, staying 
out of judgment, recognizing the emotion, and communication – (Brown, 
2013b) to guide talking points.

Christian social workers can emphasize the shared connections 
between the women based on faith perspectives and can utilize their skills 
to promote empathy between everyone involved. They can apply the 
concept of “support circles,” common to both social work and Christian 
social support, as a model for the foundation of these groups. Support 
circles engage 5-10 community volunteers around vulnerable individuals 
or families in need for a one-year period in order to uplift them and provide 
a social support net. However, the concept should be modified slightly for 
the purposes discussed herein. I recommend creating groups of no more 
than five Christian mothers and five Syrian refugee mothers with one 
social worker as a facilitator, while keeping the timeframe of a one-year 
commitment. It would be wise to have a bilingual English-Arabic speaking 
female co-facilitator, also a member of the Syrian community if possible, in 
order to ensure that translation needs are met as necessary so that language 
is not a barrier to connection.

It is important to note that the focus of these groups is not on 
skills training or charity support, but on shared connection and mutual 
relationship building. The goal is truly to foster a new social paradigm based 
on sacred connections between women in the community. Brown notes that 
in her research with women, creating empathy and connection also serves 
to provide insight into the universality of painful and isolating experiences, 
which in turn normalizes their feelings and builds resilience (Brown, 2006). 
These spaces should be matricentric (mother-centered) and focused on the 
empowerment of the Syrian refugee mothers engaged in them in order to 
support their full integration into our society. These groups can take place 
at many locations in the community: refugee resettlement agencies, social 
work offices, local restaurants with designated meeting space, or local 
places of worship. The Christian social worker should take great care to 
address power dynamics, and if a faith community is used as the setting, 
it would be advisable to rotate between a church and a masjid to ensure 
that there is not a unilateral and potentially oppressive Christian presence. 
This will also foster deeper interfaith understanding between both cultures. 
Meetings should be held weekly or biweekly as participant schedules allow, 
but no fewer than once monthly in order to maintain regular connection 
between the participants. Undoubtedly, everyone involved in these groups 
will benefit greatly because, as Brené Brown notes, empathy moves us all 
to deeper and more meaningful relationships (Brown, 2007).
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It is important for Christian social workers to acknowledge the 
transformative effect they are able to have on society. By creating these 
sacred spaces for women to connect, they are revolutionizing the way the 
world sees many issues: not only refugee resettlement but also interfaith 
discussions, Arab-U.S. relations, motherhood issues, and the power of 
women supporting women. All of these aspects are often overlooked 
in both society and policy, and small changes on the community level 
can have great impact. Direct action from Christian social workers will 
have a ripple effect throughout the larger community with regard to 
supporting Syrian refugee mothers after resettlement, and adopting the 
practices and considerations contained herein can change perceptions of 
those most vulnerable on many levels. Sacred connections are not just 
the dynamics of stories told from long ago, but rather connections that 
still exist and can continue to be created today, through the intentional 
building of empathy and strengthening of relationships. Creating these 
matricentric support circles for Christian women and Syrian refugee 
women to engage in this manner could indeed create sacred connections 
that may one day become the narratives which inspire future generations 
to improve the conditions of their world as well.

It is recommended that beyond the creation of these matricentric 
support circles, Christian social workers spend time reflecting on the 
stories of those provided here and share their insights with others in 
both their faith communities and professional networks in order to 
create further understanding of the needs of Syrian refugee mothers. 
Additionally, those adopting the recommendations here should consider 
formally assessing and disseminating results from their support circles 
in order to enhance the scholarly knowledge surrounding this area. 
They can also build upon these ideas by adding their own insights to 
the discussion, preferably with the inclusion of the voices of Syrian 
refugee mothers to contain their perspectives as well. When we begin to 
see God in our struggles, and in the stories of those seeking refuge, and 
when we notice our shared humanity through our sacred connections 
and start to build empathy instead of barriers, miracles can happen. 
And those miracles are formed through our sacred connections and 
empathy towards one another. As Brené Brown said in The Gifts of 
Imperfection: “I define connection as the energy that exists between 
people when they feel seen, heard, and valued; when they can give 
and receive without judgment; and when they derive sustenance and 
strength from the relationship.” (Brown, 2010, p. 19). This concept 
can be a guiding force behind the group and its intentions: that those 
who gather within feel seen, heard, and valued without judgment, and 
grow stronger from their time together. May the initial connections 
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established within these pages be the starting point for constructing 
spaces where empathy builds strength for both Syrian refugee mothers 
and their Christian counterparts.

Amen/Ameen1.  
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